
“Perfecting The Prefected!”  (09-05-16  Walk To Heaven! -Luke 10: 25-29) 
God has established standards by which our relationship with Him ought to be accomplished. The formula for success
is simple. “Love me with all your heart. My friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing Day.

A number of years ago I was working on installing a new exhaust system on my car. Since this was a rear engine car,
there wasn’t a long tailpipe and loads of hangers and brackets to fool with. Simply, there was a short length of exhaust
pipe leading to a muffler from which a very short tail pipe was fixed. It really didn’t seem like such a difficult exercise
on the surface. First, remove the old system. That’s pretty easy! What doesn’t come off with the wrench you simply cut
with a hacksaw; in the end everything came off and was lying in a heap on the garage floor; now the fun began!
Installing the new system ought to be simpler than removing the old. That stands to reason. The only precaution with the
new stuff is this: don’t over tighten the screws! Exceed the recommended torque and you risk either breaking the nut or
snapping the bolt. Simply, exceeding the recommended torque can complicate things a whole lot. That’s why they make
torque wrenches! Unfortunately, I’ve always been one of those guys who loves to turn that nut just one more time; just to
make sure that it is really tight and I sheared the end of the manifold pipe off.

Replacing the manifold pipe turned out to be much more expensive than the exhaust pipe and muffler system. Exceeding
the design specifications for anything often results in taking what’s designed to work well and turning it into something
that doesn’t. Even though our intentions are the best, being over-zealous in matters will often lead to disastrous results.

It’s that way with our relationship with God as well. God has established standards by which our relationship with Him
ought to be accomplished. The formula for success is simple. “Love me with all your heart. Serve your neighbor.” These
are the “torque” instructions that we come with at birth. This is God’s expectation for the maintenance of His relationship
with us. He doesn’t tell us to love Him and “turn the nut” just one more time to make sure that love is secure. He doesn’t
mean for us to explore new and different ways of applying that love. The tools are pretty simple and the instructions
quite plain. Simply, “love me with all your heart.” Why is it that in our zeal to “perfect” that relationship, one that is
already perfected by Jesus, we often try to do more and try harder? Perfecting what is already perfect doesn’t seem like a
wise idea, does it? Nonetheless, that is what we are doing when we try to do good for God. God’s specifications for good
works it pretty simple. Forget about doing good for me; put all of your efforts into doing good for others. This is the per-
fect relationship between Creator and created that was established since before time. Turning the nut on this one beyond
what He’s instructed can lead to a spiritual disaster. 

“Smelly Works!”  (09-09-16  Walk To Heaven! - –Matthew 6: 1-4) 
Shunning recognition and keeping our charity a matter between you and your God is not always easy. Nevertheless, it
is God’s prescription for charitable works. My friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing Day.

“Give until it hurts!” This old adage has been around a long time but I wonder if any of us has ever really understood the
true depth of its meaning? I had always felt that it meant that you needed to dig deeply until you reached that last buck in
your wallet. Although this is a part of the meaning it is, nevertheless, probably not all of it. There is likely much, much
more to it than that.

Here’s a story: Many years ago I remember reading a story about the great preacher Charles Spurgeon. He and his wife
also raised chickens on the side. Ostensibly it seemed that their purpose was to supplement the meager income that he
received as a pastor. Over time the Spurgeon coup became larger and larger and the supply of poultry and eggs increased.
Yet the Spurgeons, when asked to share their bounty with family and friends, would always exact a price for their wares.
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“The eggs and chickens are not free!” was the Spurgeon response. This went on for years and the man who had become
famous for his charity and sermons began also to build a reputation for stinginess and greed. In their lifetime neither
Spurgeon nor his wife ever commented on the criticism. Many went away shaking their heads wondering how such a
God-fearing man and his wife could be so greedy. After their deaths it was finally revealed that all of the income they
had received through their beloved coup had been channeled to support elderly widows in London. Simply, neither hus-
band nor wife was willing to take the credit for the charity. They risked criticism rather than reveal their good works.

Truly this is an example of “giving until it hurts.” Having little left after giving is one thing. But, having others misun-
derstand your giving, even criticize you for it, is something else. Shunning recognition and keeping our charity a matter
between you and your God is not always easy. Nevertheless, it is God’s prescription for charitable works. Being secretly
stingy is mean and sinful. Being publicly charitable is no better to God’s way of thinking. God looks at the heart when
we do works of charity, not the hand. The world seeks the hand and this is not pleasing to God. When the heart does not
reveal itself in the giving, looking for neither recognition nor honor, but freely and lovingly gives without thought of self,
this is a good work; one that is worthy of Jesus Christ. We give of ourselves, and our treasures as works of love for Him
who gave all, even His only Son, for us. Giving out of love for “self” smells in the sight of God. Giving until it hurts? It
means giving until we no longer have any thought for ourselves; it may smart a little at first, but in the end, it’s SMART
and faithful living. 

“Hello God!”  (09-08-16  Walk To Heaven! - –Matthew 5:43-48) 
Wouldn’t it be great to be able to just pick up the phone or tap a few keys and we would be linked with the Lord,  just
like that? My friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing Day.

Today finding someone without all the information handy is not very difficult. With the power of the internet, there is
always the high probability that you will find them somehow. And, with a little digging, you can probably end up with a
street address, telephone number and e-mail address in one complete set. We are used to being able to find people easily
and put them on an even communication level with us even when initially it seems that all odds are against us making
the connection. Would that it be so with God!

Here’s a story. In 1958, 35 year old Englishwoman Anita Goulden went on holiday to Peru to visit her brother. She was
about to go home when she saw an unbelievable sight–children with tuberculosis and meningitis lying neglected and
abandoned in the street in pools of their own blood. So Anita stayed to help–for the next 44 years she stayed, only return-
ing home one time before her death in 2002, and that trip was to buy medicine. Anita started traveling by donkey to the
nearby villages to find more unwanted children. Her first stop in these towns was always the pigsty, the common place
for leaving physically and mentally handicapped babies with the excuse that they were of no use to their families and
sent as a curse from God. ‘Anita’s unwavering faith in God’s capacity to answer her desperate prayers for food, clothing
or housing when there was none left for the children, has succeeded in providing permanent care for the most sorely
afflicted and has established a good education for 250 of the poorest children from the shanties. Anita’s Peruvian assis-
tant said of her, ‘She has a direct line to God.’Anita herself merely said, ‘Thank God there is a God.’ (SermonCentral)

Wouldn’t it be great to be able to just pick up the phone or tap a few keys and we would be linked with the Lord, just
like that? Whenever we felt threatened we could give Him a call for reassurance. Whenever we were lonely we could
drop Him an e-mail. Life would be so much simpler and so much more rewarding if God had set up the internet first and
then created the universe. That way we would have full access to His love and counsel 24-7. But that is exactly what He
has done. Every time we take the time to consider the poor, care for the sick, and befriend the lonely, we are connecting
directly to God. It’s just like having His telephone number and e-mail address in our address book. Jesus tells us that
“whatever you do for one of these, you do it unto me.” Your good works are the best way of connecting to God and
keeping a clear channel of communication open 24-7. If you seek His face, find someone you can serve with all your
heart and soul. Then, when that service is complete, looking into their eyes, you WILL see your God face to face. 

“Secret Formula For Loving God!”  (09-07-16  Walk To Heaven! - –Matthew 25: 31-46) 
Can God really grant us perfect forgiveness and eternal life simply because we love Him and believe in Him? “Love
me with all your heart. My friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing Day.
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Here’s a story. Science has discovered a plethora of different elements form a seemingly never-ending chain of smaller
and smaller particles making up the structure of matter. They have whittled the chain down to the smallest particle yet
discovered, the muon and theorize that still smaller particles yet exist. In an effort to explain dimensionally and physical-
ly how such small particles are connected, they are developing a theory based on "strings" of linked particles ever small-
er in size. The article continued that if the theory was proven true, it would give us a formula for understanding the exis-
tence of matter that could be "contained on a single piece of paper." Then, finally, the article concluded, we would be
able to explain how matter "was created in the presence of pure energy." As they busily make this search to discover the
basic principle that underlies the structural complexity of matter, they will, of course, overlook the obvious. God created
the world in six days by merely speaking His Word. That would be far too simple however to explain something they
feel must be complex.

So it is often with us as well as we contemplate the seemingly complex nature of God's love. Can He really grant us per-
fect forgiveness and eternal life simply because we love Him and believe in Him?

Here's a story: Some time ago I read about an instant cake mix that was a big flop. The instructions said that all you had
to do was add water and bake and you had your cake. The company couldn't understand why it didn’t sell until their
research discovered that the buying public felt uneasy about a mix that required only water. Apparently people thought it
was too easy. So the company altered the formula and changed the directions to call for adding an egg to the mix in addi-
tion to the water. The idea worked and sales jumped dramatically. (R.W.D. Daily Bread, June 2, 1992)

Unlike the cake-mix manufacturer, God has not changed His "formula" to make salvation more marketable. The gospel
we proclaim must be free of works, even though it may sound too easy. As with the physicist searching for the "com-
plex" behind the "complex," are we often guilty as well of the same misguided spirit? We seek to "do good" in order to
justify that love; all the time missing the obvious in search of the complex. There is nothing that we can do to please
God. No works that we do can justify us before God. Jesus did that. Once we discover this "simple" truth, the "strings"
of faith that bind us to Him become tangible, understandable. Simply, we love Him because He loves us. He loves. We
love. He bids. We obey. This is the chain, the tie that binds us to our Lord. Formulas don't get much simpler than this. 

“Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own” (Matt 6:34)
Thank you for tuning into This Passing Day. Join us at thispassingday.com or on i-Tunes. May this PASSING day honor our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and be a blessing to you and everyone you meet. Find a stranger and say hello. Don’t let another
day pass without your day blessing someone else’s.

If you have a special prayer request, please send your request to “This Passing Day!”  <mark@thispassingday.com>. God bless you for Jesus sake.
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